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Errata Page – Corrections & Refinements  revised 9‐10‐19 
for the TDCJ Deep State Report—Case of the Collared Fox, 2nd Edition1 

Here are some corrections and refinements made to the online version of the 2nd Edition, retaining 
the page and footnote enumerations.  The 2nd Edition of the TDCJ Deep State Report—Case of the 
Collared Fox was a greatly refined and expanded version of the first.  Speed was a great concern in first, 
and was still important to do a follow up six months later.  It was no easy task to condense to a mere 200 
pages the last seven years of work from 100s of documents and over 1,000 pages, with several references 
going back 20 years.  The substantial changes and refinements—like “Mr. Clean’s finest hour”— will be 
noted below, as it is too expensive to reprint all.  About 50 copies have already been sent.   

Repetition—I repeat a few lines to inculcate, for I figured most will not be read this straight through.  
The most grievous offenses are repeated to highlight another light of the violation, like the unsupervised 
life-sentenced murderers’ computers and encrypted data that Upshaw cleaned and the violators he 
cleared.  That is the worst, and impacts many issues of policy, Texas values, and standard prison 
operations worldwide.  In many ways, this condensed several longer works.  Several chapters can be read 
quite independently.  Those who do read straight through may find that repetition tedious;  it was a risk. 

Disciplinaries—I point out several times throughout a clear, documented, often serious violation that 
could be or should have been initiated.  Like the brining in of contraband for years at the Polunsky chapel 
and Michael Upshaw’s cleaning of that contraband.  This is repeated, because a disciplinary was 
contrived for a photo I had written permission to take, a falsified disciplinary for something minor.  This 
document proves gross favoritism to many, for when disciplinaries are weaponized and one’s favorite 
violating chickadees are exempted—that, my friends is part of the reason for staff attrition.  How many 
other innocents were treated like me?  There are many.  How many others were exempted from 
DANGEROUS violations, like dopey Chaplain David Collier and Mr. Clean Michael Upshaw?  

Several minor verbs, articles, prepositions were corrected or adjusted (is, was; a, the; in, of; etc.). 
We made bold or ALL CAPS BOLD perhaps another dozen words or phrases, and removed a few.  

page   counting whole and partial ¶s from top down, sentences with partial original words followed by additions 

viii  ¶9, on Don Miles, be he gets few whimsical program cancellations! 
ix ¶11, Not a single statistic … is used to help, aid, assist staff chaplains. How about a secretary? … 

Not a single attempt since. 
x  ¶3, Addendum 15 
 ¶5, one warden he controlled … worse to order 
 ¶6, they did that in circa ’94 and several other times since  
xi  ¶10, only a complete HR turnover 
3 ¶6, without the bloated bureaucracy created to hide staff chaplain contributions 
 ¶8, In the late 1990s, RPD hired Bill Pierce 
6 ¶7, OIG Covering Up Violators, including Super Chicken 
7 ¶4, Chaplain Collier purchased much from his Offshore Account 
 ¶4, lied to Bryan Collier (or Bryan Collier co-conspired in obstruction 
 ¶5, Clear Deep State antics! 
8 ¶9, RPD has little without chaplaincy. 
9 ¶2, But I was there in Jan. 2011 when they killed Chaplaincy 
11 ¶5, Dale—few things are worse 
 ¶6, In 2012, Polunsky was the most policy-violating in U.S. history 
12 ¶1, though he’d feign ignorance at first 
 ¶7, with his knowledge the prisoners would continue without supervision  
 ¶10, Addendum 7a-c. 

 
1 See www.PreciousHeart.net/OIG/Errata-Page.pdf.  A link will be added to successive hard copies of 

2nd Edition.  And copies of this Errata Page will be added to older copies.   ...................................... QR Code >  
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20 ¶6, a mirade of policies which others have incurred disciplinaries 
21 ¶8, sec. E. below—read the OIG report!   
 Last ¶, (sec. E.1.), Lt. Welter 
22 ¶7, I tried to address inventory in 2012 
 ¶7, Addendum 7a-c with 6,500 rolls of toilet paper 
27 ¶2, (who Ortiz, et al, was going to hire after the Chaplains were killed) 
30 ¶2, work metrics far above other departments 
32 ¶6, consistently hired and promoted folks who cannot follow suit 
 ¶6, Addendum 5  
33 ¶5, tedious waste of the “elite’s” time 
36 ¶2, The role Dunbar has in the hiring … is seen in Addendum 16.  After a year of delays, and an 

appeal to the Texas AG’s Open Records enforcement division, I received the Interview 
Documents, which pitifully showed how little chaplaincy is really worth to TDCJ and RPD—
there was no interview at al.*  non-numerical footnote added at the bottom of page  

*See Addendum 16 gives the introduction to the 43 pages of documents, many just blank forms, and the  
critical emails with TDCJ’s attorneys: www.PreciousHeart.net/OIG/2019‐08‐27‐Interview‐Docs.pdf ...  QR Code >   

37 ¶4, Timothy Jones holds the title 
40 ¶4, Walls Unit Chaplain Collier! 
42 ¶1, Are we mice … men … or chickens? 
45 ¶4, in one form or another to 
46 ¶6, Addendum 5  
52 ¶11, obtain the TDCJ investigation of Alford investigating himself, 
54 ¶2, Time for a RPD forensic audit—oh, never heard of it?—part of the problem.  
55 ¶2, over a year to get the OIG investigation documents! 
 ¶5, Bruce Toney’s shame and Cris Love’ resignation 
 ¶bottom, a DVD and two CDs with videos 
56 ¶5, Michael Upshaw, Mr. Clean’s finest hour  
 ¶6, Why were murderers’ unsupervised encrypted computers not a concern? 
57 ¶1, even censure—clearly—and to stop him from writing books. Read the 
 ¶1, Polunsky Twilight Zone fiasco 
 ¶3, And if as top Chaplain, Jones now spreads the Polunsky-like Twilight Zone 
 ¶3, Mr. Clean’s finest hour, the only one who wrote nothing, but guiltiest of all. 
59 ¶6, Some are getting this without the last chapter on Reparation.   
 ¶8, on my record for writing exposures that OIG does not investigate 
61 ¶1, absolutely and totally insane—a Divine Comedy—that after obtaining written permission that I 

should ever again have to ask permission for every sharing or publication for all eternity.  
 ¶5, Perhaps someone can then determine the real role Bruce Toney and Cris Love had in the 

Polunsky cover up 
 ¶7, clean contraband, exempt violators, 
63 ¶8, cleaning of Polunsky and returning much so … murderers could continue 
64 ¶1, lowest qualified top Chaplain in TDCJ’s history, again we scream without even a non-

accredited degree in a profession expecting a masters. 
65 ¶1, sending Cris Love on his way. 
 ¶11, a reparation is agreed, and – Not going to shut up about that until chaplaincy is safe, and 

possibly some of my honor restored.  
66 ¶3, Addendum 7a-c  
 ¶6, Upshaw, Alford, Chaplain Collier, Regional Chaplain Vance Drum, and Timothy Jones are all 

promoted 
 ¶11, or incorporate your silence. 
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67 ¶3, OIG says NOTHING in their official report about the unsupervised USE of illegitimate 
CONTRABAND for six years by murders.   

 ¶7, Upshaw—the Contraband Cleaner—Mr. Clean’s Finest Hour 
 ¶10, see Michael Upshaw and Marvin Dunbar for the treasonous chickens they are 
68 ¶9, Where is William Overton to redact?  … But if one documents exposures outside of Deep State 

concurrence, he receives contrived disciplinaries—me!  
69 ¶2, But Dunbar fully supported Super Chicken Michael Upshaw’s contraband cleaning, for that 

cleaned Dunbar too. 
 ¶3, another nail in Dunbar’s chicken-hearted credibility 
 ¶5, What was on the CD?  
70 ¶1, Contraband Cleaned by slug Upshaw   
71 ¶1, soon all are promoted, including Upshaw and Alford.   
 ¶3, Good bye Bruce Toney and Cris Love—Book of Secrets, as I said in the closing of the terribly 

hard-wrought and painful 700-pages, Polunsky could have been OIG’s Finest Hour  
 ¶5, YEARS-making contraband-laden Computer Control Room in the dark to this day.   
 ¶6, (Addendum 2.b).    
72 ¶7, then took Bruce Toney and Cris Love for the old Texas Two-Step 
 ¶7, unaware of that to this day. Mr. Clean’s finest hour—I’m telling you. 
73 ¶8, Services.  Compare the applications and see Addendum 16 for much more. 
75 ¶2, Several critical questions must be hammered and broadcasted 
77 ¶4, DATA—none of it has been used to help Chaplaincy or Chaplains. In light of this book and 

Addendum 16 on Dunbar’s role causing Hinojosa to LIE  on PERS 284, remember Dunbar 
caused the RPD to hire the NEW Dep. Dir. of Religious Services with the least work 
possible!  No interviews.  No one could do LESS work in hiring, and that revealed to all the 
true value of Chaplaincy to RPD.  One could easier teach a quadriplegic how to ride a bicycle 
than teach Dunbar the real value of Chaplaincy and religion; his actions say he hate it. 

79 ¶2, Religion—the Greatest Source for Change and Solace in Human History 
 ¶7, certainly to spite the similar data she refused but which was sent in 2011 to Austin during the 

terrible Killing Field where we had to fight to save Chaplaincy.   
81 ¶5, —except one.  It was because he was a BLACK sycophant of Ortiz. 
83 ¶2, Full circle Deep State.  And then Chaplain Timothy Jones is clueless at Polunsky, soon to be 

the newly minted Dep. Dir. of Religious Services, to keep all this quiet. 
85 ¶7, It is what they do and have done for WHO?  Bryan Collier?  Oh, who knows who?   
87  ¶12, What did OIG not investigate?  Not a THING!   
 ¶14, see E.1. 
88 ¶4, Krakatoa.  I will be trying to get a publishing deal or not be considering reparation after this 

sells, or after a publishing deal is made with others.  Or after a Class Action law firm signed. 
Who knows? 

 ¶8, Dale Wainright!—if no deal is made, in six months I would like to interview you 
89 ¶4, Not until after Krakatoa!  But most is in the Book of Secrets—Case of the Enchanting Chaplain.   
92 ¶6, redeemed, a reparation commensurate to the work, and my reputation 
93 ¶3, Regardless, I am now 63, 
94 ¶2, I am now 63, a proto-diabetic managing 
95 ¶1, official Unit Passes—like international Visas in TDCJ—allowing a prisoner to go just about 

anywhere, and all the time Chaplain Timothy Jones was there.    
96 ¶14, as I pray you are—see you’ve been lied to for so long, that should hurt you all a lot…. Seeing 

that will benefit TDCJ.   
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www.PreciousHeart.net/OIG/TDCJ‐OIG‐2019.pdf >  
 
 

< <  compare 2013 TDCJ Book of Secrets on the Longest Cover Up in TDCJ History 
Entire 139 MBs searchable PDF here www.PreciousHeart.net/OIG/Treason.pdf  
No Response to date—now unlocked for all the world to see on 8‐1‐2019.   

 
See newly added Addendum 16 on the Dep. Dir. of Religious Services Interview 
that NEVER took place!  Took an entire year before TDCJ released them, after 
an appeal to the Texas AG’s office. How valuable Chaplaincy really is to TDCJ. 

www.PreciousHeart.net/OIG/Interview‐Docs.pdf > > 
 


